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USEFUL INFORMATION FOR CARRYING OUT PLACEMENT MOBILITIES 

IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-2022 

In order to carry out the Erasmus+ placement mobility, each student must draw up a file 

with the following documents: 

-  a letter of acceptance with the exact period of mobility (e.g. 04.07.2022-04.09.2022, we 

recommend 

the format on the website https://www.umfst.ro/universitate/relatii-

internationale/erasmus/outgoing-students/documents.html) from the institution where you are 

going to carry out your mobility; 

-  Learning Agreement for Traineeship, in which you have to fill in (in detail) the part with the 

student’s personal data, data regarding the home institution and host institution, detailed 

mobility program in the part Before the mobility, the document must be signed before mobility 

by the participant (student), the UMFST coordinator and the host institution; 

-  copy of the ID/passport (if applicable); 

-  account statement in EUR and RON opened at Banca Transilvania, in the name of the 

beneficiary; 

-  statement on receipt of other Erasmus grants (https://www.umfst.ro/universitate/relatii-

internationale/erasmus/outgoing-students/documents.html) 

-  warranty statement from a notary public;  

-  medical insurance/European health card (CNAS), accident and liability insurance, third party 

insurance (all 3 types of insurance are compulsory); 

The financial contract is drawn up before the beginning of the mobility on the basis of the above 

mentioned documents. Without these documents, the student will not be able to carry out his/her 

mobility.  

The financial contract will be signed in person at the Erasmus+ Office according to a schedule that will 

be posted on the website after 30.05.2022.  

The above mentioned documents must be sent in PDF format, in a single document with the name of 

STUDENT, FACULTY, YEAR OF STUDY (e.g. POPESCU ANA - MEDICINE-III) to the following e-mail 

addresses: 

 anca.rachita@umfst.ro (Faculty of Medicine, General Nursing, Nutrition, Balneo-Physio-

Kinesiotherapy and Recovery); 

 silviana.tulbure@umfst.ro (Faculty of Dental Medicine and Pharmacy). 

 

Deadline for sending documents by e-mail: 25.05.2022. 
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